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Hello!



❧
❧ Original idea for Astraterra: 2007 - 2008 
❧ Anime-style action adventure
❧ Did not work → put on hiatus

❧ Tried simplified version of Astraterra in Spring 2013 → 
Players demanded more 
❧ A couple of things were added and done! … Or so I thought.

❧ A year of playtesting and design was done before pre-sale → 
Pre-sales through Indiegogo Summer 2014: 7260€ = over 
200% of the goal.
❧ The Finnish 1st edition was funded and published in July 2014.
❧ The first printing of 500 copies was sold out in 9 months. 

❧ The English Translation was started in 2015

Background for Astraterra





❧
❧ A setting with many layers (Like many popular 

animated movies)

❧ Works for kids, teenagers and adults alike

❧ Themes and content ”PG rated”.

❧ Warning! Includes humor, hidden jokes and 
wordplays. 

Is This For Kids?





❧
❧ There are many puns and wordplays in the game.

❧ The theme and tone.

❧ The children’s book register

❧ editing, revision, editing, revision

How to translate ”rapulainen”?





❧
❧ A broken ringworld shattered in thousands of shards of 

varying sizes ranging from small rocks to continent 
land-masses. 

❧ Many different environments and factions.
❧ Great opportunies to mix different genres from fantasy 

to steampunk to space opera.
❧ Sources of Inspiration: Stargate, Nausicaa of the Valley of 

the Winf, Laputa – Castle in the Sky, Treasure Planet, 
Avatar, Dune, Indiana Jones, Star Wars, Dungeons & 
Dragons, Matrix, Iron Kingdoms, Transformers, 
Skylanders…

The Setting





❧
❧ The Ancestors: Astratech, animatons, mysterious 

ruins…
❧ The Belt: Civilized, densely populated, rich, 

technically advanced…
❧ The spiral branches: Rustic, sparsely populated, 

more wildlife, abandoned settlements…
❧ Eterium: the new energy source, reason for reaching 

out, 
❧ Fargates: The gateway to adventure and a shortcut 

to wealth.

The World of Astraterra











❧
❧ Teleport Explorers

❧ Two main elements:
❧ Species: Determined the base 

abilities
❧ Role: Determines the special skills

❧ Level bassed
❧ 10 levels (to begin with…)

❧ The 1st level has very few choices.

❧ Every level up has a small choice 
for the player to make.

The Heroes



❧
The Roles and the Species

Mercus Melkior,
Human Doctor

Troi Oathwing,
Solar Daredevil

Batrotus,
Caven Starknight

Tigera Boltbox,
Chimera 
Mechanic



❧
Creatures



❧
❧ Magic-like technology of the Ancestors

❧ Wildsilver & Eterium

❧ Nanopotions

❧ Code-scrolls 

❧ Astratech
❧ Force fields, anti-gravity, temporal manipulation, 

teleportation…

Astratech AKA Tech-
treasures





❧
❧ D6-based dice pool

❧ Success-based (4+ = Success ja 6 ”
explodes”)

❧ Visual, rewarding, tactile

❧ Encourages creativity 
and co-operation

Game Mechanics



❧
❧ Hardcover book with 176 color pages (in Finnish)

❧ Character sheets, GM screen, 2 supplements (yes, in 
Finnish)

❧ Free adventures and other community created 
content available online. (again, in Finnish)

❧ Merchandise: posters, postcards, patches, coffee 
mugs…

So, What do we have now?





❧
❧ English edition pre-sale starting soon
❧ We have the delivery of another game at hand, we 

don’t want to take more stuff to do than we can 
handle. 

❧ English quick start available now!

❧ Stay tuned for more blog updates.

And what’s coming next?



❧
Read more and follow our blog: 

www.astraterra.fi

Like us on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/Astraterra

Twitter, Instagram and other social media: 
#astraterra

Indiegogo (Coming Soon page): 
http://bit.ly/astraterra-signup

Thank you!


